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To whom it may concern: 

 

This letter has been written to confirm that the NIJ Level III Armored Ford Transit Tactical Van, 

including its various designs and options, is a sole source product due to its exclusive SMART ARMOR 

Design.  The armored tactical van is manufactured, sold and distributed exclusively by International 

Armored Group, US Inc. IAG is the only company that provides low profile vans with the patent 

SMART ARMOR design. This design provides 360 degree protection while maintaining the OEM look 

of the vehicle. This includes building a single piece ballistic windshield that allows the van to maintain 

its OEM look. IAG is also the only armoring company that manufactures the single piece windshield 

design.      

 

International Armored Group maintains all engineered drawings, and armoring designs needed to build 

the armored tactical van with International Armored Groups patented SMART ARMOR Design.  

International Armored Group maintains all engineered designs for their products and these products must 

be purchased directly from the company.  There are no agents or dealers authorized to represent these 

products and International Armored Group has not granted any sub-license to make a similar or 

competing product. 

 

The NIJ III armored tactical van is designed to protect law enforcement officers during their various 

duties and activities. It is a vehicle that is designed to be cross utilized throughout the department by 

various sub sets such as SWAT, VICE and narcotics.  

 

International Armored Group warrants that no other items or products are available for purchase that 

would serve the same purpose or function and there is only one price for the above-named product 

because of exclusive design and marketing rights. 

 

If you desire additional information, please contact me at (904) 794-4304, or by e-mail, 

a.wilson@interarmored.com. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Alex Wilson 

 

 

 
_____________________________________   Date: __6/9/2022___________ 

 

National Sales Manager 
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